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This research philosophy is built on reality as an infinitely evolving picture, composed of a puzzle
consisting of multiple interdependent pieces that fit together to complete this picture. Yet a deeper
look at these pieces reveals there is knowledge beneath and above the surface, or “worlds-within-worlds”
(cf. Kevin McCormick). An important world that exists within not just humans but many living
organisms and environmental niches, is the microbiome. And in this “worlds-within-worlds” model,
behavior at the microscale impacts behavior at the macroscale. Likewise we as humans perform at
the level of the collective function of our parts, and that includes our microbiome. Progressing to larger
scales society will perform at the level of its collective members, which include humans, other organisms,
and the environment. Therefore microbiomes are naturally ubiquitous, and very powerful.
A microbiome represents the collection of microbes that inhabit some environmental niche, with some of
these niches existing inside other organisms (“hosts”). Microbes include bacteria, single-celled archaea,
fungi, protists, and viruses. The “human gut microbiome”, for example, is the collection of microbes
inhabiting a human gut (every human has a distinct gut microbiome). The human itself has many other
microbiomes, including the skin, oral, lung, etc. Most of these are essential for our survival. While
mapping DNA was an enormous accomplishment, these implications lead to the correct conclusion that
organisms are not just composed of their own cells but others. In fact recent counts estimate the human
body as composed of at least 50% microbial cells (1).
The role of the microbiome in collective health is illustrated by the diagram at the end of this philosophy.
The central dogma in biology (heavily summarized) states that based on unique cellular DNA of an
organism, a specific set of metabolites (in other words, products that are essential for an organism’s
metabolism, or sustenance), will be produced (M1- in the figure). These interact in a variety of different
ways, making new products that in turn interact, and so forth. Microbial cells have different DNA from
the host, with each strain having unique DNA. This genetic material produces other metabolites, which
interact with those produced by other microbes and the host, resulting in a complex interaction web that
determines functionality of the organism. Some metabolites are also produced and consumed by
microbes as well as the host, serving as nutrients or toxins. Therefore the microbiome and host compose
an ecosystem of organisms, with relationships (i.e. cooperation or competition) heavily dependent on this
interaction web.
Returning to the base, microbes and their corresponding metabolites are simply other pieces of this
dynamic picture. They can interact in ways that advance (‘positive’) or restrict (‘negative’). One way or
another, a properly functioning microbiome is an essential component for optimal performance of the
host. We are only cracking the iceberg as far as untangling the complex interaction web that forms the
host-microbiome backbone. To progress efficiently, several contributions will be necessary:
1. Application to mental illness. As if this picture were not complex enough, the recent discovery of the
gut-brain axis (2) implies a dual “communication channel” involving gut and brain metabolites, meaning
behavior in the gut impacts behavior in the brain, and vice-versa. Further, these metabolites include
neuromodulators such as dopamine, serotonin and noradrenaline – where dysregulation is the key
component of mental illness. For example, an estimated 90% of serotonin is actually synthesized in the
gut, not the brain (3). Numerous studies have discovered microbes capable of synthesizing
neuromodulators. Multiple correlations have been discovered between GI dysfunction and mental
illnesses such as depression, anxiety, ADHD and autism. Studies have illustrated that mental illness
implies a unique gut microbiome profile compared to controls. Probiotics have already shown positive
effects when administered to autism patients (4). This establishes quite strong evidence of a connection

between the gut microbiome and mental illness, implying that the specific collection of microbes in the
gut and their metabolites participate in downstream chemical reactions that directly or indirectly impact
brain behavior. Recently proposed renaming of this communication channel to the gut-brain-microbiome
axis (5) indicate this to be a strongly accepted idea in the research community.
Mental illness is an area that realistically we are only beginning to understand. The twentieth century
witnessed an incredible shift in illness type frequency due to medical and antibiotic advancements, from a
decline in infectious disease to a rise in mental illness. According to the National Institute of Mental
Health, roughly one-fifth of Americans are suffering from some form of mental illness, illustrating the
importance of understanding this field. As with any field, understanding requires knowledge of the
players, which strong evidence suggests includes the gut microbiome and the underlying metabolic
pathways between its members and the host (6).
Much of this evidence has come from differential analysis, intended to determine whether or not there is a
difference between the gut microbiome of mental illness patients compared to controls. It is now time to
delve deeper and analyze the gut microbiome and host as a collective system. Algorithms have been
developed to build Microbial Social Networks (7) based on abundance correlations of microbes within gut
samples. In other words, microbes that tend to co-occur or co-avoid can be estimated to have cooperative
or competitive ecological relationships. Clustering on such networks can determine social and rival
microbial communities. Centrality algorithms (8,9) can run on these signed and weighted social networks
to determine important entities within the ecosystem. Since the microbiome is not static, but dynamic,
time-series analysis (10) will help form a fully accurate view of this picture. Not all ecological
relationships are two-way; there is commensalism (positive one-way), amensalism (negative one-way),
and even parasitism (positive one-way and negative the other). Causal analysis (11) will illuminate this
area, and has already been used to predict colonization order in the oral microbiome. Multi-omics
analysis, which incorporates metagenomics (analysis of microbial and host genomes) and metabolomics
(analysis of underlying metabolic pathways), helps complete the picture by integrating the underlying
web of interactions (12,13). The more complete this picture becomes, the more accurately mental illness
can be both understood and diagnosed, as particularly the latter is currently heavily symptomatic in
nature.

2. Implications for more natural treatments and individualized medicine. The “antibiotic debate” has
been raging for years, and occupying a polar stance on either side of this argument holds dangerous
implications. Antibiotics cannot be avoided at the risk of allowing pathogenic bacteria to survive and
thrive. At the same time, the reality of the microbiome as an ecosystem makes the traditional purpose of
the antibiotic, to target and kill one specific microbe, a risky investment. Killing off one microbe that has
supportive and oppositional relationships with other entities in the microbiome implies a change to the
overall ecosystem (similar to the implications involved with wiping out bunnies in a forest). Antibiotics
are not the only treatment subject to these implications, but also medications and even diet – which
introduce chemicals into the underlying web of interactions thereby influencing microbiome and host
functionality, must be as well. Indeed we may even be seeing this manifest itself right now in the form of
potential side effects, which are often long lists suggesting effects can be different depending on the
individual. This offers further support for involvement of the microbiome in this equation, which is also
unique to every individual.
The field of pre- and pro-biotics is gaining momentum and can sometimes be an alternative to more
targeted treatments like antibiotics and medications. The latter may continue to have a place. Our current
system of checks-and-balances for administration is the monitoring by doctors for potential side effects
who may stop treatment if observed. Representing an individual’s microbiome and metabolic network in
silico and modeling the effect of a targeted treatment on the overall ecosystem holds the advantage that
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these checks and balances take place before (as opposed to after) administration, reducing patient risk and
doctor time. These models could also develop customized pre- and pro-biotics for individuals, with
optimal percentages of microbial abundance depending on their unique ecosystem, determined through in
silico parameter sweeps and observations.

3. Free and open exchange of ideas. Advancing microbiome research requires looking at the players,
facilitating ways to maximize communication, and minimizing re-inventing the wheel. Microbiome
research is interdisciplinary and its players include biologists, chemists, physicists, mathematicians,
bioinformaticians and computer scientists. Microbiome analyses can generally be broken into two
categories: (a) in vitro/in vivo lab experiments and (b) in silico downstream analyses. Not all of (a) must
take place before (b), for example (a) can sometimes validate (b). Some of (a) will take place before (b),
since microbial samples must first be placed in an electronic format for in silico analysis. This often
involves sequencing a sample using techniques such as PCR, producing a set of DNA sequences that can
then be subsequently analyzed by computational tools.
In silico is of course the most natural role for a computer scientist in this dominion, and downstream
analysis is algorithmic in nature. Sequences are often clustered by some similarity metric then looked up
in a database to determine a most likely microbe match (called a “taxon”). With resulting estimates of
member taxa and counts, diversity analysis can be performed on these collective populations. There are
multiple algorithms for this (alpha- or beta-, Chao, Simpson, Shannon indices). Metabolic interactions,
as well as ecological relationships between microbes and the host, are conveniently represented as
networks. This implies that network analysis is applicable. Important members of the microbial
community can be ascertained using biomarker analysis on a sample or centrality analysis on a network.
Differential analysis can also be performed on sample sets (i.e., healthy and diseased) to determine the
degree to which their microbiome is distinct, and there a multitude of algorithms for this (from simple
Euclidean distance to feature detection). Networks can be visualized in a variety of ways.
Note the above analysis has a sequential, not spatial, flavor. Clustering must be done before the database
lookup, which must be done before diversity, biomarker or network analysis. Network analysis is a
prerequisite to centrality or visualization. Even limiting ourselves to these types of analysis, by no means
a complete set, still creates a four-stage pipeline summarized as: (1) cluster, (2) lookup, (3) population
analysis and (4) visualization. New algorithms are continuously being developed for these four stages, by
independent teams of researchers.
Witness then the resulting challenge. Each independent team contains interdisciplinary researchers, and
each has a preferred programming language for algorithm development and testing. One team builds a
new algorithm for a particular stage (i.e. stage 3), but must test it inside a pipeline alongside the other
stages (in this case (1), (2) and (4)). There are tools available for these latter stages built by other research
teams, using languages and file formats unfamiliar to the developer. They may have external
dependencies or require a large CPU or memory footprint, exceeding the computational resources of their
lab. The amount of time spent integrating their new stage 3 with multiple tools developed by independent
research teams now becomes extremely significant, possibly (maybe even likely) exceeding the amount
required to recreate the entire pipeline from scratch in their language of choice. Indeed particularly the
early years of microbiome research resulted in an explosion of software pipelines (Mothur (14), Qiime
(15), Galaxy (16), MEGAN (17) – in fact a 2017 count by BioStar (18) tallied nearly fifty). Many of
these shared pipeline stages, differing in only a few places, pointing to a great deal of reinventing the
wheel. Each of these tools are well-constructed, and many emerged as top-quality analysis tools. The
deficiency lies not in the construction, but the lack of communication channels between algorithm
developers. The field will progress faster when reinventing the wheel is minimized.
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A pipeline can be viewed as a series of stages, where at each stage a different algorithm can be “plugged
in” to accomplish the task (for the clustering stage, this can be “KMeans” (19), “PAM” (20),
“AffinityPropagation” (21), etc., or a new algorithm). This is illustrated in the attached supplementary
figure, with known potential algorithms for the mentioned example four-stage pipeline. The task then
becomes to create an environment where a researcher can develop a plugin in their programming
language of choice, and test aside other plugins through a uniform user interface that is independent of
source language or file formats.
This environment is available through the toolkit Plugin-Based Microbiome Analysis (PluMA, (22)), a
lightweight package freely available on the web at (http://biorg.cs.fiu.edu/pluma/). Dynamically loading
plugins at runtime creates a backend that is lightweight (under 1 MB) in size, keeping the package
manageable for users with limited computational resources (23). Several compiled (C++, CUDA) and
scripted (Python, Perl, and R) languages are acceptable for plugin construction, allowing flexibility for
algorithm developers to represent their ideas in their language of choice. Through a uniform user
interface between plugins that consists of just an input and output file, a user can assemble pipelines using
a wide array of plugins without knowing anything about their underlying implementation. By
maintaining centralized online plugin and pipeline pools with a standardized method for testing and
monitoring to ensure reliability, developers have easy access to plugins they need to assemble test
pipelines. In 2019, the PluMA plugin pool contained 70 plugins. This count has risen to more than 225
upon the new release of PluMA 1.1 in 2020, an encouraging result that this “natural” growth in
microbiome research is currently taking place.
Independent of the underlying structure of a software package, building a solid user base will always
demand usability. Now that the plugin pool is growing in size almost daily on average, 2020 begins the
development of PluMA 2, with an entirely new shift of focus from internal flexibility to the external
audience. The current “command-line” flavor of PluMA, which was natural given that many pipelines
perform big data analysis and are ultimately run on server machines, carries limitations with respect to a
user who simply wishes to build and test an algorithm on a small dataset. Microbiome research is
interdisciplinary, and venturing outside of computer science will result in likely increases in more
graphical systems (i.e. Windows) and visualization engines. Although because of its lightweight nature
PluMA carries with it minimal dependencies, plugins can be developed by anyone and thosedependencies
can be arbitrary, increasing the demand for self-installing libraries and executables or Dockerized
containers. Finally, cloud-based versions of the package will be convenient for ensuring continued
compatibility with multiple types of user devices. As its user-base grows, more continuous monitoring of
the PluMA plugin and pipeline pools, as well as cloud-based computational resources, will be necessary.
Through programs such as CISE Research Infrastructure (CRI), the National Science Foundation provides
funding opportunities to develop and maintain such infrastructures.
Microbiome research is in its infancy. It is both enlightening and humbling to realize that we are more
than simply our own cells, with internal ecosystems that must be maintained and kept healthy. There is
much to be discovered with enormous implications, enriching this area of research with opportunity. It is
important to be content to make small strides, as in the words of Hamilton, “legacy is about planting
seeds you may never get to see grow.” The future begins now!
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SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL: WEB OF INTERACTIONS

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL: SAMPLE PIPELINE
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